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In this paper, we study the asymptotic distribution of a recursively defined stochastic process 
x II+ 1 = x,, + q$W”) + $w&)f:,,+ 1, 
where {X,,) are &dimensional random vectors, A * 4?’ + iPJ and O- : & -+ gd x r are locally 
Lipshitz continuous functions, {c,J are r-dimensional martingale differences, and (a,) is a se- 
quence of constants tending to zero. Under some mild conditions, it is s 
t7 may take also singular values, f X, ) conver es in distribution to the in 
stochastic di~erenti~l equation 
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les, and the additional condition, xi?= 1 a: < co, on CI,, this recursion is 
first considered by Kersting (1978). e used it to study the rate of convergence of 
onro process under nonstandard conditions. e also noticed that the 
normalized sum of random variables in central it theorem can Aso be 
written ir t5e recursive form (1.1) with a, = &/4x, b(x) = - x/2 and a(s) = 1. The . 
idea of his o+roof is to use (1.1) and some growth conditions on b( +) to obtain an 
estimate of the diffe ce between the distribution function of X, and limiting 
distribution function. y direct computation, he showed that the differences tend to 
zero as a -+ ors. ence, his result can be considered as a new method of proof for 
CC al limit theorem without using characteristic function. 
ug (1983) considers nonconstant o and allows E, to depend on Xi’s in a 
kovian manner. In one-dimensional an owed that under 
some conditions on h, O- and (E,} {X,1 has a li on has a de 
(with respect to Lebesgue measure) given 
is a norrn~~~~zing constant. 
s of smooth functions 
sweater, in order to carry 
c~nditi~~ns on h and (T whicl~ are 
ug’s proof is to show that the 
that of the limiting random 
sed smoothness 
Our weak convergence result would be a useful tool 
recursive algorithms. S ocumented by p 
(see e.g. owever, one of the 
is, for the statistical purpose one wet able to estimate t 
(when it exists) of a multidimensional diffusion process even in t 
through the knowledge of the corresponding discrete process. 
multidimensional diffusion, formulas for invariant distributions, u 
average of transition probability (or, for nondegenerate case, involving hitting time 
distributions), are available, they are hard to compute. Since the transition probability 
may not have density it is even harder in the case of degenerate diffusions. Our results, 
on the other hand, suggest an easier and more direct way to estimate invariant 
distributions. ith a range of choice for the di ution of {e,,), satisfyi~lg 
moment conditio+ .13, this recursion method would uch easier to implement i 
computer. Especially for the degenerate case, since other effective methods are ahnost 
xistent, this will open a ne tion in the statistical literature. 
e article is organized as fo 
main result for n~~ndege~lerate c f the main result is 
he details of th 
ith deg~l~er~lte case. 
where we WC I?(M) to denote t 
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where xn, u) 1,2. . . . are d-dimensional random vectors s 1X,12+0) < 60, 
avid a(x) are functions with domain ‘, satisfying (Al) and ( , and (E,,> are 
r-dimensiona; random vectors such that (A3) holds, and (a,,> is a sequence of constants 
satisf}Cng (A4). Then distribution of {X,) converges weakly to the invariant measure of 
:he diffusion with generator 
L = i i aij(...) & + i hi(x) $ , 
- i.j i -‘j j = 1 - i 
wkere 
dlij(X) =r= oi&(x)~jk(x)* 
k==l 
. Assumption (Al) ensures that the diffusion has a stro 
unique solution, whereas (A2) is required for the tightness of transition 
and the existence of a unique invariant measure. To be more 
we have Lv(.x) ==2x’Db(x) + Tr (a(x) 
admits unique invariant probability measure 
e the central limit theorem as a special case of our weak conve 
result, it is desir~~~le to relax the mo he next theorem 
that this is possible at the ex on 
n linearly connect 111 
family of initial distributions ( we have ( 
filially, we claim 11 = n. 
ere exists a T s 
sup IP(Z,(t)d?)- nQ3)<+I/#3)- n(B)1 vt 2 T. 
a 
Noting that P(Za(a) E B) = p(B), choose 01 > T, we obtain a contradiction. This 
completes our program of proving Theorem 2.1. 
2. I. Tightness 
ere we take up the task of proving tightness of {X,,} an 
6 
L- 
Z//l,,,in(l)) with ;l,jin( 
positive definite, the last inequality follows 
aking expectation, by 
lim sup 
stronger result than eorem 2.3 is re 
sup E(X,,, DX,)’ +p < oc. 
n 
For the positive-definite matrix D as defined in Theorem 2.3 
!%e, f(x) - (.Y, I?.+ l + p. Using recursion of X,, it is easy to see that. for p < 0,‘2, 
Ef (X,) < w:, Vn. Now from Taylor’s expansion one obtains 
fK+ 1) -f’(x,) =GcI+1 - U'~fW +$G+ 1 -W’ ~2fK)(x,+, - X"), 
where V = (a/ax,), V’ = (8/2-X, dXj), 2, = X, + A(lu, + 1 - X,) for some ran 
able 0 < R c 1. Note that 
(x) ==2(1 -I=- p>(x, D#Dx 
and 
‘f’(x) =4b(l i- p)(.x, Dx)'"- I) .u(D.u)' -t-2(1 -I- jl)(.u D )@D. 7 "
ese two equations to the preceding aylor’s expansion and using Cauchy- 
quality on (X, .+. l -- X,,, D8,)2 give 
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f we choose S small, it then follows from (Al) and arkov inequality that 
P E2 
< 4~~~6~ SUP Elb(Xj)I’ 
n<j<k 
< 8K2~-282 \ SUP EIXj12 +l < qS. 
> 
(2.10) 
n<j<k 
The last inequality follows from Theorem 2.3 and proper choice of 6. To compute the 
proof, we only have to show that YE, Vg, 3n0 and 0 c S < 1 such that 
Notice that, for /I defined in (2.1), by Burkholder’s inequality (cf. Chow and 
)* there exists a constant C4 such that 
s-82 73 
y Skorohod representation 
a probability space on which 
mum norm in C[O, T-j. 
work on (Y,‘,, Y ‘> in the following. 
i =o, . . . , n, so that as j + 00, 
WI WI mi(j) 
c Liz-+& C a%-)t, C l.l,2+ti, 
a = ?lj 4=nj Q=nj 
for i =O, 1, . . . , n. Let llj = I-I:=, gi(Xm,cj,)a Then 11 Ynj - Y 11 o. --+O a.~. implies 
aylor’s formula, 
e need to S~IOW limj-+,, Bj = limj+,,, Cj z 
k(j) 1 1 
I il’ -t- cr f 
j) 
1=1(j) 
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k(j) - 1 
Dj = C afb’(X3 V2 C@t~,) - (6(X1)1 btX,h 
1=1(j) 
k(j) - 1 
Ej = 2 C aTb’tXl) V2 lI4t~Il - $tXi)l ~(Xi)&l+ 19 
1=1(j) 
y a similar argument as that in proving Bj +O, we have ElDjl -+O and ElEjl -+O. 
or Fj, observe that by I-Elder’s inequality, 
k(j) - 1 
ElFjl 6 
1=1(j) 
k(j)- 1 
d 
1=1(j) 
k(j)- 1 
laced by a less restrictive one 
. Under the hypothesis of 
mapping x t-+ p: is continuous (see 
show that if is a compact set i 
(2.15) 
Given E, since p_t is continuous in x, 3x1, . . . , x, E K such that Qy E 
II P: - pj! 11 t, < r/3. Note that Qr 2 1, we have 
Now by Theorem 2.7 of Bhattacharya and Ramasubramanian (1982), 3T such that 
t > T implies 11 p:, - it II,, < ~12, Vi. 
This proves (2.15). 
inf, /lb(K) 3 1 - 8. 
otc that less restrictive conditions are resown to 
and uniyucness of invariant distribution of dif;tu 
( !992), and for on 
into that here. 
i.e., the matrix u(x) = &x)cA(x)’ is only n 
eficient can take singular 
es not in general imply u 
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assure some of weak irreducibility or asymptotic flatness (see 
hattacharya, 1992). Since we are dealing with square integrable random 
va:kbles we will assume a condition which will ensure asymptotic flatness in the 
squared mean. Let us first define, Vx, y E 9*h(x, y) = b(x) - h(j), ~(x, y) = 
o&j - o(y) and n(x, y) = c$x, y)o(x, y)‘. 
Consider the following assumptions: 
1) b and o are locally Lipschitz with the growth, 1 b(x)1 + 11 o(x) 11 < K(1 + Ix I) for 
some positive constant K and the matrix a(x) = cr(x)a(x)’ is not (necessarily) 
positive definite for any x E 
here exists a positive-defin matrix A and a positive constant ao, such that 
&4(x -- y))‘b(x,y) -+ Tr(a(x, y)A) < - aolx - y(’ ‘v’x, y E 9*. 
the first two ass~~mptions of e preceding assumptions 
we put our main result of this section i 
re ihder the 
process X,,, &$ned as in ( 
assumptions ( 2) (A3) nnd (A4) the ~~~st~i~2~tiQ2z of tlte 
. 1 ), convc)rges weakly to the invarinr2t measure of the d$ksion 
with ~~22~~at~~~ as &fined in (2.2). 
G.K. Basal et al. ~~t~~~~~st~~ Processc3.s nnd their ~pp~~~~t~~?~s 
. Under the 
in (2.1) is ~sj?222~t(~ti~~2~~j~ 
Lw- xg2 -4 as ~2--+Gc WY jq. 
we have 
IX X r,+ 1 - x;+lI: =1x; - x:1; + afZlb(X,“, x:)1; 
+ qfrr(o(X,“, Xi)&,+ l&i + 10(X;:, Xjl’)‘d) 
+ ILn;(Ab(X;, X;))‘a(X,x, X;)E,+ 1 
-t- 2n:(A(X; _I X~))‘~(X~, X3 
+ 2u:(A(X; - Xi))‘a(X;, Xl)&+ 1. 
As in (2.9, taking conditional expectation wit ect to d$, one 0 
( I XT+ 1 - xi+ 11.: 135) 
(3.2) 
Now recall the 
is de~lled by 
Consequently, we have p,p -+ n weakly, unifor ly over 01, as t -3 ac; (see 
where p2p1 is the tramition probability of the d;cffusion defined in (1.3) with initial 
distribution pLd. 
) be the diffusion process defined in (1.3) 
“‘“(t) = XX(t) - Xy(t) and v(t, w) = era.4 
lrln = ~~~(rnaxirn~m eigenvalue of A). Let IV0 be a positive integer such that 1 x 1 < N0/4, 
N0/4, and 1 x _- y 1 c N,/4. Let N be a positive integer such that N 2 No. 
and also 
+ s kXP{-C,,t}b - Y I A 2)ClabWW9 fG x G)’ 
< cG exp{ ~ C,,t} s GxG 
< cG exp{ - &,t? -t-2(&/2 -t 8/t) 
< 36, Vt large, (3.7) 
and for some positive constants CG and caO. ‘eking sup over all fe and over all 
esired result follows. 
erc we are goi to discuss a couple of ex t- 
nnce of the ~~~ctl~o ivcn ~~~9~~~~ r ~st~l~~~t~~~ 
measure at zcr 
or our method, take I:,, to be iid rand 
obability and we have E(i: 
ersting ( I9~$~. 
er l~~ultidimensionnl len bet 
singular matrix, CI, i.e, /I(X) = AX and a(x) = e a is a constant 
and A is a constant matrix s ch that all eige have strictly neg 
e can solve (1.3) exp 
s t X -eArXo+ t- eA(t-s)uu’eA’(‘-S) &j,‘. 0 
ere X0 is a random variable with finite second moment and independent of { 
t > Of. Notice that X, may not, in general, be Gaussian, unless X0 i,: a constant or 
a Gaussian random variable. Distribution of X, converges if and only if its mean and 
variance function converges as n -+ 00 if and only if all eigenvalues of A have strictly 
negative real parts. Thus, in this case, distribution converges to NormaE distribution 
and variance = 5 0” eA%u’eAtr dt. This is also the unique invariant distri- 
e process X,. For o singular, the distributi I is nonsingular if and ;,nly if 
: AkP ‘0) = k. This can be seen throul; irect calculation or by using 
Hiirmander’s hypoellipticity condition. Now let E, be a sequent of iid random 
variables which follow k-dimensional normal distribution with mean and variance I. 
or recursive process, defined in (1. l), we get 
re exists a constant 
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c such that 
< 16CE i lQjtF(Xi)Ej+l 12/g2 
j=n 
where SUQ,~ a 1 E(len121.Fn) <
on choosing N sufficiently la 
et &(Xj) zz Cr(Xj)I[i&‘,l < N]. 
ws from the fact that 
hat there exist a constant C4 such that 
il~~il~rly, we have 
P 
The last inequality is true for A su ciently large, since { I "j I 2, is uniform 
ombins (A.l)--(A.3) as follows. First choose IV so large that (A.1) holds. For this 
fixed N choose A so large that (A.3) holds. As A and N are fixed, choose 6 so small that 
(A.2) hold. This compIetes the proof. ??
Using the same technique (replacing CT by 6 and 6 and cj by gj and Zj), we can prove. 
eo ?? The conclusiorz of Theorern 2.5 still holds if(A3) is replaced by (A3)‘. 
The rtst of the proof of Theorem 2.2 is the same as that of Theorem 2.1. 
?? Technical difference 
‘Theorems 2.2 from 
Theore! ns A. 1 and A.2. 
heorem 3.2 
orem 2.1. 
rem 3.1 is exactly the same as 
ence is explained above in 
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